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Abstract
Global health is a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approach of dealing transnational determinants of health. Strengthening health care institutions is vital for achieving universal health care. It also favors global health outcomes as it bridges gaps of health inequalities and saves numerous lives. In Nepal, the Institute of Medicine, Tribhuvan University is offering global health course since 2013. This paper discusses practical application of the learnings from the global health course to make commendable achievements at a primary health center. The global health course can be the foundation for transforming clinicians and public health practitioners into promising global health leaders. This will contribute to improve basic health care services, quality care, and vaccination program to improve the health of population. Therefore, global health course should be an imperative of medical education to capacitate doctors working in these settings to better understand the social determinants of disease prevention, care and rehabilitation.
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Introduction
Koplan and colleagues (2009) proposed a working definition of global health as “an area or study, research, practice that places a priority on improving health and achieving equity in health in all people worldwide” [1]. Similarly, Macfarlane et al. (2008) have described global health as “worldwide improvement of health, reduction of disparities, and protection against global threats that disregard national borders” [2]. Global health is recommended to be incorporated in the medical curricula to inspire medical graduates to work in underserved part and guide professionals to appreciate health issues in global context [3,4]. Public health institutions have a vital role in enhancing health care system that ultimately promotes global health outcomes. To achieve it, these institutions should safeguard efficiency, effectiveness, equity and sustainability [5]. Strengthening public health institutions can save more lives for reasonably lesser expenses [6].

Institute of Medicine (IOM), Tribhuvan University, Nepal has been offering global health course (GHC) regularly in collaboration with Duodecim and University of Tampere, Finland since 2013 to educate medical, dental, nursing, public health and veterinary students [7,8]. Global health learning and practice is of utmost importance in strengthening the health institutions. In this regard, a course on global health can be a stepping stone to attain desired implications of global health in Nepalese context.

Community Medicine and Public Health in Medical Curricula
Community based teaching has been integrated in medical education since long in Nepalese medical colleges [9,10]. IOM, Tribhuvan University provides community based education both through theoretical and practical part particularly through community health diagnosis, concurrent field visit with the family of patients and district health system management [9]. These practical field studies help medical students get acquainted with structures of health systems and problem solving skills, socioeconomic determinants of health/diseases and structural/functional management of health care system at the district level and below. Furthermore, students are also taught on epidemiological study, program planning and critical analysis of public health services. Apart from these, community medicine practical studies and didactics of public health contents are also part of the medical curriculum. Indeed, it helps encourage novice doctors to take public health responsibilities in their professional platform.

Pati et al. (2017) have suggested integration of global health education (GHE) with public health to create a comprehensive curriculum in India. Moreover, global health training in professionals help them deal medical concerns and health issues from global perspective. Thus, they have advocated for standardized global health curricula in medical education with the emerging interest and rising cognizance on the new paradigm of global health [4]. Even though medical students in Nepal have been taught community medicine and public health in an integrated way for years, introduction of global health is at a budding stage in the form of a training program. Moving ahead, it is a high time GHE is considered in the medical education.
Global Health in Medical Education

Global health has been included in medical education in various developed nations for the past few decades. However, history of global health course in low and middle income countries including Nepal is not very long [4]. Globally, there is rising attraction towards global health practice among medical students. For example, GHE among US graduates was found as a crucial motivating factor for working for underserved population and/or pursue career in primary health care [11]. Similarly, the opportunity to serve disadvantaged people was found to be the motivating element for them to be involved in global health [12]. There may be other associated factors in motivating to serve disadvantaged people and involve in global health. It is irony that patients who cannot access health care and physicians unwilling to work for them is on rise. Any level of efforts to drive service providers to care for those underserved population are substantial [11]. In Nepal, majority of people do not enjoy decent health care because of problems related to accessibility, affordability, quality of care and availability of health services [13,14]. Health care utilization has a significant pro-rich distribution while poor people are not found to make more use of public health services in urban Nepal [15]. It is also often observed that many doctors hesitate to work in unprivileged parts of the country [16]. Similarly, in a cross sectional study in students in their last two years of medical education in Nepal, only 1 in 10 medical students had career intention of working in rural Nepal following graduation [17].

Contrary, medical students studying under the Government’s scholarship are bound to work for two years in remote Primary Health Centers (PHCs) and hospitals of Nepal following graduation and thus have become an important part of Nepalese primary health care system. In such scenario, GHE for those medical students may inspire them to work in rural areas and can be instrumental in alleviating health inequity and inaccessibility to some extent. The authors served at Tokha Chandeshwori PHC situated at outskirts of Kathmandu as per above mentioned provision and made a team effort to practically apply our understanding of community medicine, public health and global health to strengthen our PHC and enhance its services. The GHC conducted by IOM in 2013 and 2015 consisted of participants from different partner nations namely, Nepal, Finland, Chile, Tanzania and Philippines [7,8]. Since then the number of aspirants of the GHC kept rising such that Global Health Unit, IOM started yearly National GHC since 2015.

Learning from Global Health Course

The authors were the participants of the 1st National GHC that was held from December 6-16, 2015. The understanding of broader arena of global health has inspired us to be a global health leader of future. We had rigorous theoretical classes on social determinants of health, health financing, global health as a discipline, globalization affecting health, infectious and non-infectious diseases, emerging and remerging diseases, adolescent, sexual, reproductive health and safe-motherhood, sustainable development goals, global health ethics and professionalism, human resources for health, health indicators and so on. These topics of global health importance had immense role in motivating us to work for health equity and provide services with optimum utilization of skills and available human and physical resources. Visits to district hospital and PHC helped us appreciate the relevance of global health implications in those settings. It was indubitably the inciting moment to make the purpose of visit applicative at our workplace. Patients and public have high expectations of attaining quality health care from physicians. Despite the resource constraints, patients cannot be barred of quality care. This feeling kept us accountable to justify our learnings of GHC at our workstation which facilitated to produce commendable improvements in health indicators, service enhancement and extension, community participation, etc. through capable workforce and health institution strengthening to ensure best possible results. We realize that GHE is required for medical students to learn health issues from global perspective and capacitate physicians to work in the best interest of patient care, public health system and global health outcomes.

Application of learning from Global Health Course at workplace

GHC gave an impetus to our understanding about application of global health in primary health care settings. Studying community medicine and doing field practicum in medical college gave us information on community and district level health systems. We were well aware of our future role in such system. Having acknowledged the health systems and its elements from institutional and public viewpoint, GHC aided to knowing health issues through global health perspectives. It helped us to be determined in working for health equity and social justice. PHC strengthening and quality service delivery became the ultimate goal. GHC helped us understand about different health programs as well as health indicators and its implication in health system. Implementation of all the public health programs were equally valued as caring individual patients. Existing services were strengthened through program specific strategies, monitoring and evaluation. GHC imparted to us the knowledge on need and importance of contributing to global health from individual, team and institutional level. It also motivated us to put all possible individual and team efforts to enhance services, increase service utilization and improve overall health status of the community as well as minimize the prevailing heath inequities. Therefore, we were able to practically apply our learning from GHC to bring about various positive changes at our workplace. In the fiscal year 2016/17, there were significant improvements in major health indicators namely OPD services, laboratory services, antenatal care, nutrition program, immunization coverage, contraceptive prevalence rate and female community health volunteers (FCHVs) program in comparison to the earlier two fiscal years (figure 1) [18,19]. Similarly, there was an improvement in reporting of community based integrated management of neonatal and childhood illnesses (CB-IMNCl) like acute respiratory tract infections and diarrheal diseases by the FCHVs. There were improvements in number of registered Tuberculosis cases, sputum conversion rate, cure rate and treatment success rate [18]. Beside these free national public health programs, addition of free services like tele-dermatology, cervical cancer screening, oral cancer screening, self-breast examination education and audiovisual health education programs were further efforts. Our PHC was the only health institution of Kathmandu valley which provided free anti-rabies vaccination to public beside Sukraraj Tropical Hospital, Teku, one of the central level hospital.
in Nepal. It was started from April 2017 after tireless determination. Laboratory strengthening and equipping with analyzer and thus performing a large number of investigations in addition to starting X-Ray and ECG services along with managing free medicines round the year were other major accomplishments [19]. Availability of free medicines and provision of laboratory, X-Ray and ECG services at a very nominal operating cost with a provision of free services for needy or unaffordable patients favored service seeking behavior of the community. Mothers’ group interest in women’s health was appreciable. Addition of long acting contraceptive services (implants and intrauterine device) in addition to previously available barrier and injectable forms enhanced family planning services. Provision of antenatal investigation package (all blood and urine tests) for just NRs. 300 complemented antenatal program. First week of every month was observed as growth monitoring week and full immunization was declared within proposed timeframe with appreciable community participation. Program specific activities as well some integrated activities were carried out to help people get available free services in their own community and need not travel and spend money to seek similar services at a different center. There was increase in average visits of patients/clients for health care services. Elderly, women, children and marginalized ones were major service seeking groups. We believe these efforts helped increase service utilization, minimize health inequities to some extent and improve overall health in that community.

Global Health in Medical Curricula

Despite a long history of integrating GHE in US and Canadian medical schools, there is lack of uniformity in the curricula [3]. Similarly, GHE is delivered in a fragmented way in India even though it is yet to get enough focus [4]. The growing interest of medical students in global health creates an opportunity for the global health tutors and medical colleges to connect their students to global health objectives and principles which would ultimately be helpful in patient care and population at a broader level. Depending on the resources and interest, high-intensity model where motivated candidates seek the GHE or low-intensity model where a baseline GHE is given to all students or combination of both can be an option for the medical colleges [3]. Participants of GHC at IOM are selected among interested applicants. Yet many motivated candidates sadly cannot get through. Inadequate resources and financial constraints are the biggest limitations. Leadership in institutionalizing GHE is of paramount importance. University-wide participation, endorsement of dean and involvement of counterpart institutions’ leadership are recommended for the success of GHE [3]. It is high time that GHC gets incorporated in the medical curriculum at universities such that all the students understand the basics about global health through uniform curricula. This will help to produce physicians who can bring health equity, strengthen our health system and ultimately contribute to global health perspective.

Conclusion

GHC should be regarded as an imperative of medical education. It should be integrated in the medical curricula at universities such that all the medical students acquire basic understanding of global health. They can apply it at their professional arena following graduation. Imparting knowledge to deal health issues through global perspective will strengthen health institutions, enhance health system and ultimately favor global health outcomes.
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